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Format and localities.-Middle Cambrian. At the base of the

secret Cañon
shale, in Secret Cañon, Eureka Dictrict, Nevada; also, at

rioche, Nevada, ill arCI)aCeoUs shale ititerbedded in argillaceous shale;

National museum
collection.

OLEWOIDES PLAGRICAUDUS White.

Plate xxv, fig. 4.

Dice1locePhth8? fiagricaudu8 White, 1874. Geog. and Geol. Expi. and Surv. West
100th Mend., Prelim. 1"P Invert. Foss., P. 12. Ideia, 1875. Same report,
vol. v, pt. 1, p. (10, p1. iii, 11g. a, b.

Original description.-" Pygi din in contracted, fan-sbaped; lateral lobes

each consisting of three segments dineted backward; the inner one of

each side lying close to the dorsal furrow, nearly parallel with the axis

of the body or converging a little POsteflOrlY, and becoming obsolete

upon each side of a small, but comparatively wide, sloping border that

extends around the posterior end of the axial lobe.
" The middle pair of segments comnience at time dorsal furrow of each

side respectively, near the anterior eii). of the )ygidiunm, bend abruptly,
and extend backward parallel with the first, and project beyond the
border as converging posterior spines. Time third and outer pair of

segments cornmdnc' anteriorly at the dorsal furrows, where they are

very narrow, extend outward a lit le, then curving abruptly backward
they lie parallel with the others and form raised lateral margins o
considerable but unequal width to the p"vgidiuin, and theiic they
extend 1)OSteriorlY as an outer pa ii' of coimvergimmg spines. Axis pionii
nent, especially at its apex, where it teimuitiates in a imiodetately (listilict
angle, about one-quarter wider anteriorly tinum 1)osteriorly, well defined
by the nearly straight dorsal furrows, amid marked by live or six dis

timietly defined segments, which cross it almost transversely, but with a

slightly sinuous course.
"Length of the pygidium along the median line, 71u1; greatest traims

verse diameter, 9".
" The collections contain Only the pvgidiumu of this species, and I

have therefore referred it doubtingly to Dicclkiceplialus, although it
might Perhaps, with equal 1)rol)riety, be referred to hinpIwn. It has a
genera], resemblance to time J)ygidillm of .D. magnificus Billings, and a
still closer resemblance to 1). ? Corax Billings, froiii the Quebec group
of Canada.

"Position and locality.-Strata of the age of the Quebec group of
Canada. Schellbourjie, Schiell Creek range,
The species j referred to the Quebec group; but without a better

knowledge of the stratigraphy than we have, and also of the associated
fossil's) it is difficult to locate the exact horizon, and I suspect that
further investigation will place it in the Cambrian.
The generic reference is made entirely 01] the form of the pygidiuui.
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